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FIGURE 9. 
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INTERLOOKING OF SWITOHES AND SIGNALS . 

. THE complete system of operatillg railway switches and signals by IN'fERLOCKING 

ApPAHATUS has been readied by sllccessive steps; the gradual developmellt cov

ering lllany year., The fir:-;t step was probably the combillatiull of the stub-switeh and 

target., still extensiv~ly IIs(~d, the target standing per'pendicular to indicate" main track 

clea,.," and incline.1 fOl' "side track clear." 

T'he second step, a combination of the stub-switch and revolving red and white targer., 

cOllpled with red and white lights movillg simllltaneously with the switch. 

The third step, the renlOv~1 of the .target and light to a distance from the switch, 

and uperatillg the two sepul':ltely, first the tal'get, then the switch, either of which could 

be moved independently of the other, and thus the operator could break the main track 

without first giving the clanger signal, 01' he could give the wrong signal. 

The fonrth step was the invention of a system whereby it is IMPOSSIBLE for t.he 

operator to give a WRONG SI GNAL, ur break the main lille without first setting the danger 

signal, which canllot he withdl'awll while the switch is on the side track. 

The last principle ii:i the basis of the present Iuterlocking systems. T'he switches 

and signals of a junctiun, crossing, drawbridge, terminus ,or other dangerous points, are 

controlled by a single ope1'Htol' from a cabin. III this are placed the levers, set in a cast 

iron fl'ame, by which the whole system of signals and switches is operated. 

By the peculiar mechanism of this lockillg apparatlls (Figure 9) the levers are so 

interlocked with each other that the switches must be properly set alld locked before it is 

possible to move the corresponding signal levers, and the differellt signals are so inter

locked as to protect the path of a signaled traiu until it haH passed the danger point. In 

brief, the pith of the systf'm consists: 

1st. In concent.rating as many signal and switch levers together as can be worked 

conveniently from one station. 
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2d. The switches and signals of any danger point, however complicated, are con

nected in such a way that it is mechanically impossible that the position of the switches 

should ever be contradictory to that. of the signals, or that incompatible signals should be 

given. 

No matter how complicat.ed the junction may be, if there are twenty, 011e hundred, 

or any number of levers brought together ill a "signal cabin," thp,re is no possibility of 

the signal man making a mistake. 

This is illustrated in the words of Mr. J. W. BatTY, ill his excellent book on "Rail

way Appliances." He says: "If a man were to go blindfolded into a ~ignal-box with a 

interlocking appal'atlls, he might, so far as accurdallee between points and signals is con

cerned, be allowed with safety to pull over any level' at random. He might doubtless 

delay the traffic, because he might not know which signal to lower for a particular train, 

but he could not lower such a signal or produce sueh a combination or position of points 

and signals as would, if the signals were obeyed, produce a collision." 

In describing the various methods of accomplishing the interlocking of switches and 

signals, that system in which leverage is used as the motive power, will be called 'the 

Mechanical in contradistinction to Hydraulic or Pneumatic Interlocking. 



. __ . . _--

The Saxby and Farmer Interlocking Apparatns. 
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THE SAXBY AND FARMER INTERLOCKING ApPARATUS. 

In f\rJ'allglllg an Int~rlocki])g Apparatus at any particular station '01' junction, a 

cOllvenirnt site is selected on which- is erected a signal tower, or building with a second 

story having large windows, from which the operator may have a clear view of the 

arrangement of tracks and movements of trains. In this is placed the Interlocking 

Machine. 

Figure 10 shows an arrangement of levers for some particular station. The thirteen 

levers are so interlocked that the switches must be properly set and locked in the right 

position before it is possible to move the corresponding signal lever, or levers; and tp.e 

signal levers also are so interlocked that no conflicting signals can be given. It will be 

noticed that each lever is numbered, and some have one or more secondary numbers under 

the principal number. These numbers are to guide t?e operator, and the secondary 

numbers specify the levers wldeh control the principal level', and which must be moved 

before any movement of the principal can be made. For instance, suppose lever No. 11, 

having under it secondary No.7, operates a certain switch; before it is possible to use it, 

lever No.7 must be moved, acting on the dangel' signal, and protecting the opening of 

this switch by No. 11. 

THE IN'rERLOCKING MECHANISM. In Figure 11, the sprillg catch rod A carries 

a stud upon which is a small hlock C, which travels in the curved slot of the rocker D, 

which is movable on the center R. 'Vbell the level' is thrown forward or backward to 

its full position, the spring catch fits into a notch, in the fixed quadrant 011 which it 

moves. When it is in its forward or llormal position, \Vith the spring catch rod down, 

the left hand end of the rocl,ei' is depressEd, and the right hand end raised, as shown hy 

dotted lines. When the spring catch rod is raised the rocker moves into the position as 

shown by full lines, and keeps this position until the SpL'iilg cateh falls into the notch at 

the rear of the frame, when it assumes the third position, elevated on the left and 

d(:\}wessed on the "ighL A jaw at the left hand elld of the rocker carries a universal 
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jointed vertical link E, giving motion to a small crank at the end of a spindle, the bear

ings of which are shown at G. G. there being a spindle for each lever. 

These spindles lie directly under a series of horizontal rectangular bars, as shown at 

HH, called locking bars, and to these are attached pieces of iron LL, called locks. 

The spindles are flat in their central portion, as shown at M and N, and when they 

stand in their normal position they are horizontal, and the locking bars and locks are free 

to move' forward and backward over them. When turned up, however, out of the hori

zontal, as show,n at I, and in dotted lines at M, they catch 011 the locks and stop their 

movement, and that of the bars to which they are attached. Some of the spilldles are 

required to work locking bars, and are provided with a short vertical crank, the stud of 

which works between two lugs on the locking bar, as shown at K, giving a horizontal 

motion 10 the bar at any movement of the spindle. 

It will be seen that the locks and crank attachments may be fixed at any location 

desired on the locking bars, by means of tap bolts or keys, some being made to allow 

of free movement of one spin.dle as at M, while at the same time another spindle, aR at 

N, is locked. 

Whenever the spring catch of any lever is raised, its rocker i~ lifted and the corres

ponding spindle turned. I f the spindle is locked it win be impossible to move the 

spring catch. 

A very small movement of the spring catch, if the spilldle is free, will tilt it up 

sufficiently to lock the locking bar upon which it works, an(l prevent any movement of 

by other levers. 

The spindle can occupy three positions, as shown at 1\11: First, the horizontal, 

when the lever is in its normal position; Second, slightly inclined, as shown by dotted 

lines, when the lever is being moved; and, Third, a more inclilled position, also showu 

by dotted lines, when the level' has been pulled to the full extent of its sttoke, and the 

spring eatch released. The third position is a vel'y important one, some of the locks not 

being released nntil this position is attained. Thlls the spindle N is not released until 

that at ° is in the third p()sition, and the lock over N has been moved sufficiently to the 

right to enable it to enter a slot in spindle N. The spindle N, then, by its new positioll 

shown at I, prevents a return movement. of the Jock, or any change of the spindle 0, 

unt.il brought back to the horizontal position corresponding to the lowerillg of the spring 

catch into the forward notch of the quadrant. As has been mentioned, it is impossible to 
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move the spring catch rod when its spindle is locked, consequently the attempt to move 

a lockeu lever is instantly checked, mistakes on the part of the opel'ator prevented, alld 

much unnecessary wear to the locking apparatus avoided. 

The conllectiGllS from the levers to the switches are made by rods or pipes, and some

times to the signals by the same, but usually by wires or wire ropes. 





- -----;-----

A Single Track Junction Protected 
by an Interlocking Apparatus. 



FIGURE 12. 
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·A SINGLE TRAOI~ JUNOTION PROTEOTED 
BY l\_N INTERLOOKING APPARATUS. 

The switch, its lock, and the signals, are numbered, and heir numbers correspond 

for conveuience of illustration with those of their regpective levers ill the cabin, as shown 

in Figure 12. No. 1 is the switch, No.2, the switch-lock, No. 3, the main line up 

home signal, No.4, the branch up home ,signal, No.5, is the distant signal for the main 

line lip, and the brallch up, No.7, is the main line dowll home signal, No.8, the 

branch down home signal, and Nos. 9 and 10, the respective distaIit signals for the main 

line down and the branch down. 

THE NORMAL POSI"l'ION.-AlI signals show danger; the switches are unlocked and 

set for the main line; the lock levers al'e forward, locking all signal levers to "danger." 
. ( 

Should a train approach on the maill line up, the junction beillg free to permit its pa:;-

:;age, lever No.2 would finit be reversed, locking I the switch and l'elcasiug the main line 

signals. As soon as this is accompli':illed, signals Nos. 3 and 5 would be lowered by 

reversing their respective levers, and all other signals wouh} remain at danger, their 

levers, together with that of the switch-lock, bleillg locked by the movement of the lever No. 

3. Similar actioll would take p~ace if a t.rain were to approach the main line down, in which 

case signals Nos. 7 and 9 would be lowered, locking all others ill the danger position, and 

the switch could not be moved. If an up train were approaching for the bl'allch, t.he 

lever No.1 would be reversed, settiug the switch for the branch, thus locking the main 

line signals; thCll the switch would be locked by reversing level' No.2, which action 

w()uld release the branch signals, 5, 11, 8 and 10, and their levers being reversed will lock 

for the second time the main line signals. The order in which the levers have to be man

ipulated is therefore, 1, 2, 4, alid 5, and ill exactly the reversed order if the switch had to 

be moved back again, namely, 5, 4, 2, and 1. 

Finally, when a branch traiu is approaching the jUllctioll for the main-line, the lev

ers could be moved only in the following order: . 1, 2, 8, and 10, and the normal posi

tion again restored only by moving the levers in the reversed order. 
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A Double Track Junction Protected 
by an Interlocking Apparatus. 
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A DOUBLE TRAOK JUNOTION PROTEOTED 

By AN INTERLOOKING ApPARATUS. 

In addition to the usual signals and switches it has also a roadway-crossing pro

tectecl by gates, which can be opened, or closed, and locked in position, from the cabin. 

In Figure 13, the signals, switches, and switch-lock are numbered, and the numbers 

correspond with their respecti\'e levers in the cabin. No.7 is the switch-lock for the 

swit~h No.5; LHlt it will be observed that the switch No.6 has no lock since it is used 

·un Iy as a "trailing point." When a train passes frol11 one line of rails to another, a]] otl~er 
traffic 011 these lines and 011 the line 01' lines which it crosse, · must be stopped. If, for in

stance, a train were to cnter the brallch fl;om the maill down line, a collision might occur 

on the crossing, if at the same time a train 011 the main up line ,,,ere to approach the 

jULiction. It is, therefore, neccessary that when the switch No.5 is set for the branch, the 

main up line signals, Nos. 1 and 2, should be locked, to "(langer," as weI I as the main down

line signal. No.9, No. 11, and No. 10 being all'('ady set for the branch. The switches in 

th eir normal position being set for the main lines, the brallch-line siguals are then locked to 

indicate danger. Trains passing from the main down to the brancll, and fi'orn the bl'allCh 

up to the main line do not interfere with each other, and on this account their respective 

levers of signals and switches do not need to be interlocked. The cross-over track, No. 

8, is also interlocked with the signals. The gates are operated from the cabin, and have 

a "gate-stop" level', and a "gate-lock" lever, so interlocked with the signal levers that 

the gates cannot be opened unless all the track signals indicate danger, and no signal can 

be lowered to sarety while they are open. 

Figures 14, 15, and 16 shows a double-tracl~ junction with the switches and signal 

set: in Figure 14, for the main lines; in Figure 15, for branch lines, and in . Figure 16, 

011e for the main line up, and the other for branch down. 

• 
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The switch-lever for the up track, and the switch-lock lever for the down traek 

have the electric lock attached, and are automatically locked by the presence of a train 

upon the track. The tracks are all illsulated at points on both sides of the junc

tion, and a tt'ain having passed an insulated point, with the distant signals at "safety," is 

positively j II slired against any change of switch or signal, until it has passed beyond the 

junction. For instance, a train arriving at A, Figure 14, finds the distant signal 1, at 

" . afety" and this being the case, is assured that the" home" signal 2, is also at " safety" 

and the switch properly set, it is now impossible that any change whatevel' should be 

made while the train is passing frolll A to D, that is, past the switch and out of the 

insulated section. 

A train is similarly pr9tected on arriving at B, Figures 14, 15, and 16, at_C, Figure 

15, and at A, Figlll'es]4 and 16, and C, Figure 14. 

Figure 17 shows a lever with the electro-magnetic lock. A is the magnet, and B . 

the armatnre by which the catch-rod is held in place. See desCI'iption, page 47. 

'rhe number of combinations that can be 111ade to interlock different levers is lInlim

ited, and can be arranged to sllit any conditions. 

Figure 18 is all example of a complicated yard, where a m:~chine of' sixty-four lev

el's is lIsed. 





Drawbridges Protected by Interlocking Apparatus. 
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DRAWBIDGES PROTECTED BY INTERLOCKING ApPARATUS. 

The interlocking of drawbridges with signals is effected in the same manner as that 

of switches. 

Any mechanism is absolutely dangel'oLls which doe .. not compel the settillg of the 

danger-signal before the draw is unl ocked, or the lock ing of the draw in position before 

the signal is restored to safety. N Llmberl ess facts may be cited to corroborate the truth of 

this. Om' interlocking mechanism positively prevents such mistakes. See also Cata

logue of Block Signalling. 

'We have other devices to warll the engineer of danger should he overlook the danger 

signal on account of fog, storm or darlmess. One consists of a contact-bew, which is at

tached to the semaphore-signal, placed at such height as to strike the lccoll1otive cab and 

warn the engine-drivel' that the signal is set at danger, or \vhich shatters a glass tube and 

automatically applies the air-brake. This bar, R, is moved simultaneously with the arms 

taking with it a similar position, as shown ill Figure 19. Another device is the derailing 

switches, referred to under the head of "PL'otection of Railroad Grade Crossings." 





FIGURE 20. ]i'IGURE 21. 
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HYDRAULIC INTERLOCKING APPARATUS. 
III ' Hydraulic Interlocking the actuating- force is applied by fluid pressure, conveyed 

through pipes ,to the reqnisite points, the pressure being regulated by valves: which are 

controlled by levers connected with any approved system of interlocking, for inst.ance, 

the Saxby and Farmer, described on pages 13, 14 and 15, or the apparatus ill~strated 'in 

Figures 20 and 21. 

The Hydraulic levers are small, since they are requil'ed to move the locking appa

ratus and valves only. 

By refe~ence to Figures 20 and 21, the constmction will be readily understood. A 

i~ a frame in which the whole illterlocking apparatus is secured. \. J is the quadrant, the 

distance between the notches at the frollt aud hack determining the length of stroke of 

the level'. The frout pal't of the frame has slots B, to receive and guide horizontal 

locking bars, shown at H, in Figure 21. 

A vertical locking bar is connected by a cl'ank a, with each lever. These bars are 

supplied with shifting locks m, (Figure 21), as WE'll as fixe(l locks {, similar to the locks 

l, on t~e horizontal bars. There may be allY number of horizontal bars and of course 

the vertical bars may have the corresponding number of locks. 

P and pI, are the main pipes for ca,l'rying the fluid, and act alternately as supply and 

relief pi pes. 

0, 0 I, is a double cylinder containing what are called duplex valves, which work in 

COr10el·t, so that while one opells its supply pipe the other opens its exhaust. 

The plate x is an important adjunct to the interlocking. In one end is the slot y, 

~haped in a peculiar' manner, in which plays a wrist attached to the pi~tOll rod r, and at 

the other end it is attached to the lever Z. 
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Suppose the spring catch of the lever Z to be raised out of the notch, and the lever 

brought forward; during the first thiro of the stroke the plate X slides horizontally 

without moving the rod 1', but the b J l' V is forced down and all the necessary loq/cin.q 

accomplished. During tlie second tit ird of the stroke, the rod 1', and consequently the 

piston of C, is forced down by the incline in the slot Y, while the piston of C is lifted; 

during the last pal't of the stroke the slot in the plate X is agaiu horizontal alld does not 

affect the piston rc~d 1', but the bar V is forced down to its fullest extent and is now made 

to do all the needed unlocking. 

In Figure 21 the Jevf rs and intel'locking ::tl'pamtus lleeded for a double track junc

tion are shown. The two end IcverB ZI and Z" are connecte<l with single valves and are 

used to move the signals. 

The .middle levers Z
0

2 and z:r are connected with duplex valves and move the switc1les 

alld facing point lock with safety bal' attached. 

~ 
;:ill:. 
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Double Track Junction Signalled and Operated 
By Hydraulic Interlocking Apparatus. 

Figure 22 shows the plan of aDouble Track Junction with the HydraulfcInterlocking 
Apparatus just described. The apparatus is contained in the cabi6 and includes the four 
lever machine A, an accumulator B, pump C, and relief tank D. The fluid used may be 
::Uly non-freezing liquid. The relief tank is put on the top floor of the cabin, high 
enough to keep the operating pipes al ways full. 

The accumulator B is a large cylinder, illto which the fluid is pumped from the 
reli(,f tank ·and kept uIlder pressure by a weighted pistoll. 

In Figure 22, representing the lIormal condition of the apparatus, the switches are 
set and locked for main line and the corresponding signals at danger . . 

The switch on the down track being. a facing point, has lock and safety bar. On the 
I1p track these are not necessary, as the switch is llsed as a trailing point. This being 
the normal condition of the apparatus, to pass trains in either direc tionon main lines it is 
only necessary for the operator to reverse the levers controlling the signals on the main 
lines when they will change from danger .to safety. 

To set the switch for the branch down the operator first returns the main line signal 
levers to their normal position, which relieves the pressure on the main signal pipes M S, 
al1tI the signals beillg cOllnter-weighted go io danger; as the switches stand now for the 
l1l~lil1 line, pressun~ is calTied along the pipe 1\11 to the double acting piston in the cylinder 
P, and the operator reverses the switch lever which relieves pressure in M and sends it 
along B to the other end of the cylinder. The piston is forced down and actuates first 
the I'od:; l, l, l, which draws out of its socket the switch lock; next, the lever h, 
which sets the switch for the branch; and third, the lever l, l, l, are again actuated and 
l'e-Iock the switch. The movemtnt of the piston also opens a valve in the small cylin
der I{, which admits pressure to the branch sigl1al and closes the valve for the main 
signals. 

The signal level' is now moved and prCdSUl'e transmitted ~IOllg the pipes s, and b, s, 
to the branch signals. 

To re-set the switch for the main lin e it is only necessary to follow the reverse order 
of the movements just explain ed. 

For the up track the same number of levers, hydraulic pipes and cylinders are used, 
but as there is no lock the rods l, l, l, are omitted. 
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·THE ELEOTRO-PNEUMATIO INTERLOOKING APPARATUS, 

FOR STATIONS, . YARDS AND DRAWBRIDGES, ETO. 

III this system, corn pressed ail' is the power used for modng the switches, signals, 

]o?king . bolts, etc. One line of pipe is laid through the yard and from this branch pipes 

are led to the switches and signals, as desired. 

The air in the main pipe is compL'essed by an aiL' pump, which is kept constantly 

forcing ail' into a main reservoir, from which the main air pipe leads. 

Each switch is provided with a double acting cylinder, which gives the necessary 

movements to the s\,,'itches · and locks. Each signal is provided with a single acting 

cylinder. These cylinders a11 beillg equipped with the required valves for admitting and 

discharging the air, the movements of which valves are governed by an electric circuit 

the making and breaking of which admits or discharges the pressure from the cylinders. 

Thc electric current through the circuits is controlled by small levers, which are so inter 

locked that conflicting ~witehes and signals caLlllot be given. 

This system is so simple in its construction that it is much cheaper than any inter

locking heretofore offered to Rail way Companies, and the small levers used are so easily 

worked that a child can operate the most complicated junction or yard, if capable, 

of understanding the \'arious movements of the trains. 

The system is of such a nature throughout that any additions can be made to the 

number of switches and signals, from time to time, as the traffic may require, with com

paratively small expense. Signals and switches can be operated a greater distance from 

the tower by this than any other system. 
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PROTEOTION OF RAILROAD GRADE OROSSINGS BY 

ItTTERLOOKING SIGNALS AND DERAILING SWITOHES. 

Compulsory stops at Crossings are very expensive and inconvenient on account of 

the delay they occasion, alld are only comparatively safe at best. There is always danger 

ofa traill becoming unmanagable, and the possibility of all engineer mistaking 01' dis

obeying the signal~, Lut with the use of derailing switches in cOlljunction with interlock

ing mechanism there is no necessity for a stop, and crossings rnay be rnn at full spf'ed 

with perfect safety. 

The derailing switches are simply" facillg points" placed in all the tracks, at suit

able distances from the crossillg, and so interlocked that to set the switches for one of the 

lines, those on all conflicting lines must be set for derailment.. 

For a single track, Figure 23, the derailing switches must protect Loth sides of the 

crossing, but for a donble track, Figure 24, a switch is placed in each track on the side 

facing the trains. When the crossing is not in use the switches are all set for derailment 

and the signals arc all at "danger." Should a train approach from any direction the 

signalman would immediately set the switches for its line and give the proper" safety sig

nals," and allow the train to pass the crossing without any delay, its safety being positive 

since no other train could by any possibility reach the crossing. 

The principle is applied with equal efficiency to double and single tmck junctions. 

By referring to the accompanyillg plan, Figure 24, it will be observed the switches 

\V, X, Y, Z, are placed ill theil' respective tracks from three to six hundred feet from 

the crossing, depending upon the grade, fifty feet more or less from the switches W, X, 

Y, Z, are placed the home signals Nos. 2, 3, 6 and 7, and from these one to two thousand 

feet away are placed the distant signals Nos. ], 4, 5, and 8. 
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A signalman's cabin, located at the crossing, contains an interlocking apparatus, which 

is connected to the switches and signals in snch a manner that it is impossible to set 

switches W Hnd X for main line, or clear signals 1 and 2, or 3 and 4, unless switches Y 

and Z, in opposi.ng tracks are set to derail the train or to run it on a siding, and signals 

5 and 6, and 7 Hnd 8, are set to danger. A mile 01' Illore from the crossing short sections 

tracks (a, b, c, d,) are insulated, and the nearest end connected by wire to annunciatol's 

in the cabin, whel'eby notice of the approach of trains is given to the operator. 

In addition to the mechanical interlocking on the apparatus the levers of the 

machine are electrically locked in sllch a manner that the operator is powerless to change 

any of the switches after a traill has received a clear distant signal, lIntil said train has 

passed entirely over the crossing and clear of all danger from the other tracks. He can, 

however, place the signals to danger behind the tmin to stop a following one. 

The manner of operation is this : a train approaching from "A" passing over 1Il

sulated section of track at " a," rings a bell and canses an indicator to be displayed in 

cabill, allnOtlllCin~ its approach, and if there is no train on the crossing road, to which the 

right of way has been given, the operator sets switches Wand X to main lin~ and clears 

signal No.2, and then signal No.1, which cannot be accomplished, however, tudes.' the 

switches Y and Z r re first set to derail and their corresponding signals at danger. 

The train approaching distant SigllHl No. ], and filldin g it clear, is insllred that 

signal No.2 is cleat' also, and switches Vi and X set right for its passage over the cross

ing, and all cO Ilflicting signal s are Ht danger aIld locked there. This being the case the 

train arriving at signal No.1, automatically locks by electricity everything in this con

(lition excepting signals Nos. 1 and 2, which can be put to dallger after engine haH passed, 

to stop a following train, if desired. vVhen rear of' train has passed the crossing the 

length ~f t\yO rails, or say 60 feet, it l'elealO:es the electri c locks above referred to; the opera

tOI', having put signal X on tracks, A and B to dangel', and set switches ';Y alld X for 

siding can let a train over crossing from C or D by setting switehes Y and Z for' main I ill e 

and clearing signal s 5 and 6,01' 7 and 8, (depending npoll the direction in which the tl'ain is 

com ing.) WheR the train arrives at signal 5 or 8., the same electric lock ing takes place 

as 0 11 the othel' tl'aclc 

Shonld a train come from A Ot· B while one is crossing from C or D, signal 1 0 1' ;1 

will be found at danger, which will insure No.2 01' 3 being also at dangel', and switches 

Wand X art' set for siding or derail, and the train must come to a stop before pa~sing 
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signals Nos. 2 01' 3. In this case, when signals are at danger no electric lockiug takes 

place, but \",hen the train on the crossing has unlocked the levers and movements of them 

have been performed so that switches W ana X are set for the main line, and signal 2 

01' 3 are cleared, the train from A 01' B immediately locks the lev~rs, and they cannot 

be changed until rear of train has passeu the crossing. 

'fUE AU'rO.MA'l'IC ELECTRIC LOCKING OF SWI'rOH AND SIGNAL LEVERS. 

'Vith the interlocking systems previously desCI'ibed , it is impossible to set conflicting 

'switches an(l signals for approaching trains, yet the operator may change a distant signal 

as soon as the engine has passed it, and then reverse the "home" sigllal and move the 

switch in front of the train, This source of error needs to be positively guarded against 

as it has led to very serious accidents. N o interlocking system is tl'ustwOl,thy which 

leaves open the door to any such possibility. 

The autolllatic electl'ic locking of the levers by the pl'ese llee of a traill upon the 

rails, is one of th e lIlost important featul'es of interlocking switches and signals, for the 

reason that after a clear signal has been given and a train has passed it, it is illlpossiuie 

for the operator to move any lever until the train has passed beyond the danger point, 

thus rendering mistakes by the operator absolutely impossible. No interlocking is per

fect without it. 

To accomplish this, all electric circuit is established through the rail s or track in

struments used, and the wires carried to an electro magnet which is preferably attached 

to the spring catch-rod or spindle of the lever to be locked, see figure 17, but the locking 

may be done at any convenient poillt of the cOllnections from machine to switch signal or 

switch locking bolt. 

By meam~ of a spring the annatu t'e of the magnet is made to 10<.:k the catch-rod in 

position when the current is interrupted, but when Hie eircuit is completed the magnet 

draws the armature away and leaves the catch-rod and its lever free to be moved. The 

mode of operation is this: as long as there is 110 train on the insulated portioll of the 

track the circuit is unbroken and the magnet draws the armature away from the catch

rod, leaving the signalman at liberty to s~t the s'vvitch and signals for a corning train. 

As soon as the train has passed the ill sulated point, the current is short circuited and the 

armature released, and by action of the spring is drawn into a slot of the catch-rod, 

thereby locking it and its lever in place, and it is impossible to move the lever until tlH~ 

train has passed entirely off the insulated section, the circuit thereby being restored, the 

armature is drawn away from the catch-rod and the lever may again be moved. 

The locking of the levers by the simple presence of a t.rain upon the track, is one of 

the most importallt of our late improvements. 
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TWO LEVER INTERLOCKING MACHINE. 
Fig. ~5 represents a very simple device for interlocking an out-lying main-line 

switch with its distant signal. The switch is set and locked in position by OIie move- ' 

ment, and therefore requires but one level', a second lever being used for operating the 

signal. The mechanism will be easily understood from the plan in figures 25 and 26. 

In figure 25, 'eccentric, a, is pi voted on 'a frame and is acted on by a rod connected to a 

lever on the stand A, (shown in plan and in side view.) 'rhe eccentric acts 011 a bar, 

which connects the switch rails by means .of small projections, e, e, at the bottom of the 

bar. In the position shown in the illustration, the switch is set for main-line, and the 

eccentric, with one of its arms, presses agaillst the projection, e, holding the switch ill 

place. The two levers are interlocked by means of hooks, c, c, in such a way that 

the signal can be lowered to s3fety only when the switch is set for main-line and is 

locked in this position, and the switch cannot be set for branch until the signal is first 

set to indicate danger. 

This device is also so arranged that where there are one, two, three or more outlying 

swit.ches, contiguous to each other, they can all be locked by the same signal lever, mak

ing it impossible for the switch-tender to move any of the switches until after the danger 

signal is set. 

UNION OF THE INTERLOCKING AND 'J'HE ELEC'l'RIC BLOCK SYSTEMS. 

The Interlocking System, as has been explained, furnishes security against mis

placed switches or conflicting signals at junctions or other dangerous points, but with its 

use alone there is still danger of collision between stations. It is ouly by combining 

with it the electric system that safety is insured to the entire route. By this combination 

the following necessary points have been realized: 

]. To IHnke it impossible for the signalman to telegraph "Line Clear" until the 

ISwitehes Hnd out-door' signals are in the proper positioll. 
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2. To make it impossible to move switches for shunting or giving access to a line 

which has been signaled as "Clear" for an expected b'ain, or in any case to make such 

movemellt of the switches until (~fter' the "Line Blocked" signal has been sent to the 

station on either or both sides. 

3. The signal "Train on Line" nlUst be transmitted to the station in ad vance be

fore the out-door sigllal for a tra in to enter a block section can be given, so that it is not 

pO'lsible for a train to enter a block section unannounced by telegraph to the station in 

advance. 

4. The out-door starting signal can not be giyen to permit entrance into a block 

section without the consent and concurrent action of the sigllalmen at both ends of such 

block ~ection. 

5. The mechanism makes it compulsory that the out-door starting signal shall be 

re-set to danger behind every train, and that upon the entrance of a train into a block 

section, the signalman at the station in advance, shall give to the signalman at the sta-:

tion in the rear, the propel' signal of "Line Blocked" behind the coming train. 

The accompanying illustration, Figures 27 and 28, represents an interlocking appar

atus, consisting of fourteen switch and signal levers, combined with fOllI' electric signaling 

instrnments, two for the up and two for the down line of a railway. Figure 27 represents a 

transverse sectio~ through the lever frame, with one of the levers; L, in its normal position; 

alld Figure 28 represents a front vieviT, partly in section, the fourteen levers being removed 

for convenience of representation. The extel'ior of two and the interior of two of the 

instruments are shown in this figure. 

The instruments are interlocked with the levers of the interlocking apparatus, and 

each instrument has on its face two small semaphores, by means of which signals can be 

exchanged between the stations, and below them circnlar openings, through which a 

blank, or "Train on Line," 01' " Line Clear," or "Line Blocked," are seen. 

In order to understand the plan of operation we will suppose a warning received on 

an electric bell which . announces that a train is in the next rear section and is ready to 

come on. 

The signalman must fir: t place all his levers in their propel' ' ~ safety" position (if 

they are not already so), and then, and not till then, can be sent the return message 

"Line Clear" to the rear section, which he does by tUl'l1ing round the handle E of the 
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instrument A; having done this his levers become locked. Then the message" Train on 

I Jine" is indicated to him by change of position of the sllla]] semaphore arm on the 

upper portion of the instrument A; it is now his duty to warn the signalman at the nrxt 

station in advance, by means of a bell, of the coming traill, and in reply, if all is right, 

he wi]] receive the message "Line Clear" by lowering of the small semaphore arm on 

instrument B; now the handle E of the instrument B can be turned, unlocking the start

ing signal lever, \"hich can then be lowered for the train to proceed. 

The locking is also so arranged that the handle E of the instrument A mllSt be 

retn rned to its normal position of "Li ne Blocked" before the handle of the · announcing 

instrument B can he turned; consequently" Line Blocked" must be sent to the rear sta

tion before the starting signal can be take~1 off for the train to proceed ·to the next, and 

until the starting signal is returned to th~ danger position, the handle of tlw instrument 

A cannot be turned to send" Line Cleal';" thi;-) insures the starting signal being put to 

danger behind evf'l'y train. The mode of working the instruments C and D for the down 

I ine is, of course, precisely similar to that described for the up line, The locking combi

nations may be varied to suit any mode of block-working, or any kind of telegraph in

struments 01' interlocking apparatus. 
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SYKES' SYSTEM OF LOCK _A.ND BLOCK SIGNALING, 

INCL UDING THREE SIGNAL · STATIONS. 

Each J"tation is provided with the usual train signaling apparatus, ordinaril y sema-

phores, signal lever,.;, etc. Beyond each station, Figures 29, 30 ano 31, is an automatic 

track treadle '1', actuated by the passage of a traill. Each station i s also provided with · 

indicator D. It is not llecessary hel'e to explain the lu et.hod of the electri callockillg of th e 

level'S, but it may be useful to show tbat in front of the signalman is placed an indicator 

case (t, cOlltaining two illdicatol'sR a'ud R', which show respectively through the openillg, 

b and c of the casco The indicator R, rcads either " clear," 01' "blocked," and refers to the 

condition of the tnwk beyond, while the indicators R I, reads eithel' "train on," 01'" train 

JJtlssed," as the case may be, alld refers to the condition of the section of track in the real'. 

The indicator R, is connected with the locl~ G, in such manner that when it reads "clear" 

the lock G, is lifted , aud the level' E is free, but when it reads" blocked, " the lever is 

locked. 

The normal position of all the semaphore arBlS is "dallgei'," all the levers E, are 

" home" and unlocked, all the indicators R, read" clear," all the indicators Rl, read 

,; traiJl on," and all the indicators D, have their arllU; up at rig ht angles, as shown at sta

ti on R, in Figure 29. A train at A, being ready to start, the level' E is pulled over, thus 

droppillg the semaphore S, after which the train lllay start. 

The indicator R, now reads " blocked," the iudicatol' Rl "train on," alld the level' 

E, is locked. vVhen the last calTiage of the train passes the track trea<lle 'J', the lever at 

A is unloGked, and may now be returned" home" by the signalman when it will again 

be locked; the parts are now in the po~ition s shown in stations A, B, and C, in Figure 

29. W h e ll the train approaches statioll B, th e signalllian there pulls over his lever E, and 

drops his st' IlJaphore) that the train may pass; this motion ch:mges his indicators in the 
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same manner as at A, andlocks his lever ill its" ?lear" position; the parts are now as shown 

at stations A, B, and C, in Figul'e 30, Meanwhile the lever at A, is locked, and to unlock 

it, B must press in the knob or plunger lVI, whieh is arranged 011 the front of his case A, 

but this he can not do until his lever has been unlocked and returned" home," When 

the train passes B's treadle, T, his indicator R shifts to "cleal'" and his lever E is uu

locked and then fIIay?e returned "home,:' -this act sets his indicator R to " blocked" 

again, locks the level', and sets his indicator R J to " train passed," it also sends a current 

tht'ough the indicator D, at stat ion A, in sueh direct ion that its at'lll (lrops to indicate 

that the section between A and B is " clea t'," -the PlUt:-; are now as shown at station A, 

B, and C, ill Figure 31. B, may now Ilnlock A's level'; th is he docs by pressing in his 

plunge r' lVI which sends a ll electric' current to A, llnlocks A's level', shifts A's indicator 

R to "(~Ie(\r," ana cause.'; the arm of A's indicatol' D to rise. 'Vhen B releases the 

plullger and it spI'ings back, his indicator R 1 shifts to "traill on," (meaning that the s.ec

tion frolll A to B is in condition to receive a traiu), and it is then locked, so that the 

plunger can Hot be wOL'ked again llntil the lever E has been pulled over and returned, the 

lever E remains locked until the train has passed C's treadle, and C has pressed in his 

plunger'. 

Should another train approach B from A before C has thus unlocked B's lever, B 

eannot lower his semaphore (even should he attempt to do so), and the train mnst stop 

Ilntil B's lever is unlocked by C, Thus it is evident that it is not possible for one train 

to approach nearer to its leader than the distance between a signal station and its track 

treadle, 
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S\iVITCH LOCKING BOLTS AND SAFETY BAR. 
Facing Point Switches require the Switch Lockillg Bolt, which is used to insure the 

proper position of the switch points after they have been moved, and to securely lock 

them, to guard against their being moved by the shock of the passing train. 

A bar, C, (Figure 32), with two holes in it, connects t.he points, and a bolt B, is 

fixed between the rails and moved parallel to the line of the rails through the holes in 

the connecting har.· \\Then either of these holes are opposite the bolt, it can be moved 

forward and the switch locked; but until the movement of the switch is completed, the 

bolt ca11not be thrown and safety signals giveLJ. 

The Switch Safety Bar preven~s the switch from being moved by the signalman 

until the train has passed beyond the junction. 

It has sometimes happelH~d that a signalman. has changed his signal to "danger,' 

\-vhile the train was passing the switch, and has immediately after reversed the switch 

lever and. produced a disaster by splitting the train. 'Vhen the" Safety Bar" is used, 

snch accidents become impossible. 

The device consists of the bar Y, (Figure 32), which is as long as the greatest dis

tance between any hvo wheels of the vehicles in use on the railway, and is placed at the 

inside of one of the rails i~1mediately in front of the .switch, and is cOlllwcted with the 

bell crank A, by which the locking bolt B, is operated. It is hinged or supported on 

short links, l, t, (Figure 32), so that it cannot be moved length wise without at the same 

time being raised. 

The bar is level, or nearly level with the top of the rails when it is in the middle of 

its stroke; but when at the end of its stl'oi<e, and the locl< ing bolt B, is at honi.e, and 

the switch locked, the safety ba l' stands two inches or more below the top of the rai1. As 

the bar is longer than the greatest distance between any two wheels, it follows that from 

the time the first pail' of wheels of a train comes over the bar, till the lasL pair leaves it, 

it will be held clown by the flanges of the wheels. Consequently it is impossible while 

there is a t!'a.in moving over it, fot' the sign~lman to unlock the :switch. 
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LIQUID COMPENSATOR FOR SIGNAL & SWITOH WIRES. 

The importance of compensating, automatically, for the con:::;ta11tjy vttryiug lengths 

of signal wire connections, has long been admitted, and an efficient Compensator i'3 one of 

the wants of railways. Attempts have been made to supply this want by means of 

weighted appliances of various forms, but for many reasons these have failed to meet all 

requirements. 

In this device the compensatioll is effected by means of liquid confined in tubes, 

which expands and contracts at the same time, and in the same proportion, as the connec

tions. The liquid acts upon a plunger which takes up the length given out by the 

expansion of the wire, and gives out the length taken up by contraction of the wii-e, 

thereby maintaining a uniform length of connections between the operating lever and the 

sigllal. 'rhe expansion of the liquid forces out the pluugel', and the ordinary strain upon 

the cOllnections is sufficient to draw it in as the liquid contnlCts. 

Glycerine has been found the most suitable liquid, and has been in use with temper

atureFi ranging from twenty degrees below zero to over one hundred degrees above 

Fall renheit, showing the most sa"tisfactol'Y results. The Figure 34, shows a sectional 

view of the wire compensator. Figure 35 shows the compensator in perspective, as 

attached to the line of signal connections. 
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THE LEVER COMPENSATOR. 
This Compensator is effectual in its action for lines. of ordinary length. It consists 

of a short lever A, B, Figure 36, pivoted at its center, placed in the middle of the con

necting rod or pipe. One-half of the rod.is attached at A, and the other half at B, thus 

any alteration in the length of one-half the rod is compensated by an equal aiteration in 

the other half. 





FIGURES 37 and 38 
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BELL OEANK -OO'M(ENSATOR. 
Figures 3'7 and 38 represent-a Compensat~r whicll' jsve"t:y simple, and easily attached 

to the rod or pipes of the switch and signal connections. I~ ' consists of two bell cranks 

A and B, pivoted at a, at, to sh~fts which ~l:e -se~ur~ly faste11ed to strong base pieces. 

When the arm of either bell-~rank is ach]~ted, tll~ ', ~ther- receives an equal and sim

nltaneous mOVf'ment in the opposite _ dire~tion; _ in cOl~sequ~nce of which, perfect compen

sation will be made for the expansion fwd 'c~lftr~c~~on of -the cOlmections under changes 

of temperature. 

Provision can be made for section~ of -differ:ent lengths, by varying the 18ngth of 

the lever arms relatively to each other. 
-. 

The chief advantages of this plan of com-Pfmsation are, the small space in which 

the apparatus may be placed, and the ease with which any number of compensators may 

be attached to thc same base piece and shafts. It can be placed in f'ither a vertical or 

horizontal position. 





FIGURES 41, 42 'Rnd 43 FIG DRES 39 and 40 
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SEMAPHORE SIGNALS ON WOODEN POSTS. 
Figures 39 and 40 represent the ordinary semaphore signal on a wooden post with 

ladder, connecting rod, semaphore and lamp attached. The post being about ten inches 

square at the bottom and six inches at top, varying in height to suit conditions. The 

lantern is provided with two white lenses, and the semaphore blade has on its end a 

colored lens either red or green as the sigual is intended to denote danger or caution. On 

the opposite end of the semaphore shaft and attached to it is the back light, a small ring 

carrying a blue lens which indicates to the operator ~hat the semaphore is working 

properly. 

The counterweight is shown at the foot of the post, the arm carrying the same being 

an extension of the hell crank which operates the rod connected with a semaphore~ This 

counterweight lever, however, may be separate from the bell crank and placed at any 

desired position on the post. 

Figures 41, 42 and 43, represent a post of similar construction to that just df'scribed 

except that it is: provided with an automatic compensating movement for the connections 

from the lever to the signa. 
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IRON SIGNAL POSTS. 
The signal post shown in figUl·es 44 and 45, are made of T irons riveted to hex

agonal rings, and the laclcler is for-med hy riveting steps to the web of the T irons. 

The connection at the foot of post for operatillg the semaphore may be a bell crank 

or othet· suitable device. 

Correspondellce respectfully solicited, and proposals will be made upon application 

for any or all kinds of signaling required in rail way servi.ce; also, for frogs, crossings, 

switches, and switch stands. 

The Union Switch and Signal Co. 
PITTSBURGH,\PA . 
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List of Railroads using the Upion Switch 

and Sig11al Company's Interlocking Apparatu8. 

---------_.------
::S:YDE..A.. UL::CO. 

The St. Louis Bridge 00. and Tunnel R. R. 00. 

East St. Louis, 80 Levers. Main Street, St. Louis, 8 Levert:i. 
Poplar Street, St. Louis, 20 Levers. 

Oincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific R. R. 
Cincinnati Bridge, 2 Levers. 

The O. O. O. & 1. Rv. and Wheeling and Lake Erie R. R. 
Grade Crossing at Wellington, Ohio, 6 L evers. 

The New York, Ohicago and St. Louis Railway. 
Cuyahoga River Draw, 3 Levers. 

- - __ .. _-4 .. _ ---

MECHANICAL INTERLOCKING. 
Manhattan Railway. 

Rector Stl'eet, 
53d Street and Sixth Avenue, 
53d Street and Ninth Avenue, 
57th Street and Sixth Avenue, 
59th Street and Ninth Avenue, 
104th Street and Ninth Avenue, 
127th Street and Second Avenue, 
127th Street and Third Avenue, 

124th Street and Third Avenue, 
98th Street and Third Avenue, 
Chatham Square, 
Chatham Rquare Terminal, 
City Hall Station, 
Battery Place, 
155th Street and Eighth Avenue, 
156th Street and Eighth Avelllie. 
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East Liberty, 
Marion Station, 
Overbrook, 
vVest Leg Mantu:1, " Y." 
East Leg Mantua, ., Y." 

The Pennsylvania -H. R. 

20th Street, Philadelphia, 
Broad Street Station, Philadelpllia. 
Kensington Junction, 
Passaic, 
East Newark, 

36th Street, Philadelphia, 
Po\\'eltoll Avenne, Philadelphia, 

Hackellsack, 
East Brullswick, 
Monmouth Junction. 32<1 Street, " 

30th Street, " 

The Boston and Albany R. R. 
Boston Yard, West Chest,eL' Park, 
Brookline Junction, Cottage Farm, 

Huntington Avenue, Grade Ceossing at South Framingham_ 
Springfield, ' 

The NEiw York Central and Hudson Hiver R. R. 
Grand Central Depot, New York, Mott Haven J unction, No.2 Towel'. 

Spuyten Duyvil, 53d Street, " 
59th Street, " Poughkeepsie, 
72<1 Street, " Morrisollia, 
86th Street, ' " Fremont, . 

98th Street, " Fordham, 
11 Oth Street, . " Jerome, 
125th Street, " Park Place, 
I-Iarlem River Bridge, Woodlawn, 
Mott Haven Junction, No.1 tower, l\1elrose, 

Northern Central R. R. 
Union Depot, Baltimore, Md. 

Baltilnore and Potolnac R. R. 
Fulton Junction, Baltimore, Md. 

Baltilnbre -and Ohio R. R. 

Bailey's Switch. 

Pit tsburgh, Oincinnati and St. Louis By. 
-

N obJ{:IStOWll. 

Ohicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul R. H. 
:Minneapolis. , 
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Long Island R. R. 

Bl'adforJ J ullction, 
Woodhaven, 
Rockaway Junction, 
Jamaica Bay J ullction, 

Pearsalls, 
vVillfield, 
East New York, 
Fresh Pond Junction. 

NeW" York, Woodhaven and Rockaway R. R. 
DRAWBRIDGES. 

Goose · Creek, Broad Channel. Hammels. 

New York City and Northern Ry. 
Harlem River. 

Shenandoah Valley Ry. 

Grade Crossing at Riverton. 

Boston and Lowell R .. R. 

Lowell Mass. , 
Troy and Greenfield R. R. and Hoosac Tunnel. 

North Ada ms, Mass. 

C , C., C. and 1. Ry. 

Berea, Grade Crossing at Cleveland. 

Ne'\v Jersey Central R. R. 

Cu:n m IIll i 1m w, Morgan, ) 

. raw n O'es. Oceallport, } D b'd 
Ellzabethport, b 

East Rockaway, ~ DrawbriJges. 
vVoodbridge. J 

Junction R. R. (Philadelphia.) 

Grade Orossing at 'Vest Chester Junction. 

Carnegie Bros. ~ Co. 

Bessemer, B. & O. R. R. 

Old Colony R. R. 

Grade CrolSsing at ·Walpole. 

Eastern R. R. 

Salem Tunnel. 
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Western Maryland R. R. 
Fulton Junction. 

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. 
"Vest Port Draw. 

West Jersey R·. R. 
Sea Girt J ullction. J unction with Camtlcn & Atlantic R. R. 

Camden & Atlantic R. R . 
West Jersey Junction. 

Philadelphia & Reading R. R. 
Wayne Junction. 

N. Y. & N. E. R.R. 
Grade Crossing at Walpole. 

Chicago, St. Louis & Pittsburgh R. R. 
Richmond Junction. 

Little Miami R. R. 
Richmond Junction. 

Ci ncinnati, Hamilton & Dayton R. R. 
Richmond Junction. 

THE NEW YORK, WEST SHORE & BUFFALO R. R. is applying our Electro
Pnenmatic Interlocking System, of Westinghouse Pattern, at Cornwall Junction, and 
is also applying our Electro-Pneumatic Block Signals on the line of their road. 

TaE LEHIGH VALLEY R. R is applying om' Electro-Pneumatic Intel'locking 
System, of "Vestinghouse Pattern, at BounJ Brook Crossing. 

THE PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R. is applying our Electro-Pneumatic 
Interlocking System, of Westillghouse Pattern, at Bound Bt'ook Crossing. 
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